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The state of Karnataka is absolutely rich in natural beauty. A great
number of tourists flock here to enjoy the sun rays gleaming through
lush green scenic beauty. The famous places are a favorite among
visitors but there are also some unexplored places in Karnataka waiting
to be discovered.
There is a lot to see and discover at these hidden gems in Karnataka.
These untouched beautiful lands are filled with nature’s bounty and
make for a magical vacation. There are a plethora of offbeat places to
visit in Karnataka and each one is filled with the wonderment of
beaches, backwaters, greenery and unique way of life. Here are some
secret and lesser known places in Karnataka that are surely worth a
visit.

https://in.lastminute.com/tourist-places/karnataka-tour-packages
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Forest Shrines, Gerusoppa

This Jain temple complex with its

intricately done pillars look magically

situated among the vast greenery. The

Gerusoppa shrines are among the most

exquisite offbeat places in Karnataka. The

walk through thick forests to unravel this

hidden haven is nothing short of an

adventure. This complex was built by a

fierce queen Queen Chennabhairadevi and

once it had over 100 shrines, but less than

a dozen of these now remain. 4



Shettihalli Rosary Church, 
Hassan

The gothic style structure of the Floating

Chapel looks absolutely mysterious and

enchanting is one of the unexplored places in

Karnataka. Even though the roof of Rosary

Church has collapsed, it looks hauntingly

beautiful with the remnants of its

architectural beauty. It was built by the

French missionaries in the 1800’s and

abandoned in 1960’s after a dam was

constructed nearby flooding the area. One

can take a great view of this place on a boat

and float through the chapel that is partially

immersed in water.
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Banavasi
In the history of Karnataka,

Banavasi holds a special place for so

many reasons; right from the

mention of Adikavi Pampa to the rule

of Kadambas. Banavasi is the oldest

town in Karnataka and is said to be

the ancient capital of Kadambas, the

first native empire of Kannada

speaking lineage.
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Nalknad Palace, Coorg
Nalkunadu Palace or Nalknad Palace is

situated at the foot of Tadiandamol

hill. It was built by Haleri King, Chikka

Veerarajendra during 1792 - 1794 AD.

The palace also served as the refuge

of the last King of Coorg, Chikka

Veerarajendra. One can see a unique

architecture and ancient paintings

inside the palace. It is an unexplored

monument under Coorg tourism.
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Agumbe, Shimoga 

Tucked away in the lush

Shimoga district of

Karnataka, Agumbe makes up

for one of the best hill

stations near Mangalore

boasting rich rainforests and

scenic views of the Western

Ghats. This lovely hill retreat

is known to receive the

highest rainfall in South

India, owing to which it is

often called the ‘Cherrapunji

of South India’.

The hill town is home to the

rare and endangered

medicinal flora of Garcinia,

Ficus, and Holigarna that

flank the verdant forest

trails here, making your

short treks and hikes

through these photogenic

valleys of Agumbe immensely

enjoyable, aromatic, and

scenic. Other than hiking,

you can also explore the

various natural attractions

like the beautiful Jogigundi,

Barkana, and Theertha

waterfalls, or the

mesmerizing views of the

sunset from the Sunset

Point. 8



Bandaje Arbi Falls, Manipal

These gushing milky white

waterfalls surrounded by

serene natural beauty makes

for a marvelous sight. It is

one of those offbeat places

in Karnataka that are surely

worth a visit. The place gets

a lot of rain and the hilly

terrains carve out a perfect

pavement for the rainwater

to flow downhill. Hiking to

this place is a great way to

enjoy the refreshing scenery

of the area. 9



St.Mary’s Island, Udupi

Amongst other hidden secrets of Karnataka, St

Mary’s Islands is a well-kept one that has a

historical past going beyond the evolution of life on

Earth. Declared as one of the 26 Geological

Monuments of India in 2001, by the Geological

Survey of India,.Legend has it that Vasco da Gama,

on his journey from Portugal, first landed on these

islands, fixed a cross, and named one of these

islands, O Padrão de Santa Maria, as a dedication

to Mother Mary, and the name stuck on. The basalt

on the islands located along the coast of Malpe in

Udupi district was formed by sub-aerial subvolcanic

activity around 88 million years ago when

Madagascar was still attached to India. 10



Everyone knows that Dharamsala is where people

go to find Buddhism in India…… but how about

Bylakuppe? It’s India’s second largest Tibetan

settlement, and you’d be excused for thinking

you’ve entered a new country while walking through

town.

Bylakuppe’s streets are lined with small Tibetan

eateries, and filled with red robed monks zipping

to and fro on motorbikes. The town houses two

large monasteries Namdroling monastery (Golden

Temple)Tashi Lhunpo monastery that might seem

plain on the outside, but quickly take your breath

away upon entry.
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Bylakuppe,Coorg



Mullayangiri
Being the tallest peak in the state , the

picturesque Mullayanagiri is probably one of the

best trekking routes Karnataka has to offer. The

peak is named after a legendary sage, Mullapa
Swamy, and a small temple atop the summit is

dedicated to him.

It is believed that the sage once meditated in

the caves located a few feet below the peak and

these have a direct connection with the garbha
griha of the temple, which you can still access.

Mullayanagiri is quite popular with trekking

enthusiasts, and as it is not located very far

from Bengaluru, it is a perfect weekend getaway.
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Netrani Island
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Located in the Arabian Sea, Netrani is a small coral island in
India, off the coast of Karnataka. It is also known as the
Pigeon Island and besides pigeons; the other dwellers are the
wild goats. The bird’s eye view gives it the appearance of a
heart!
Netrani is a coral Island which has a coral reef with many
varieties of coral, butterfly fish, trigger fish, parrot fish, eels,
and shrimps can be seen here. Divers have also reported
seeing orcas and whale sharks around the island. Eighty nine
varieties of coral fish were found in the area during a study.

With sequestered beaches, old cultures and exotic cuisines
mixed with sapphire waters of the mysterious underworld,
Netrani has all the elements of a perfect holiday.



KALEIDOSCOPIC KARNATAKA is waiting to be explored 
to satiate your wanderlust.
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Explore is a verb that means "to travel in or through." The Latin root of explore is explorare, 
meaning "investigate or search out." When you explore a new place, you want to see interesting 

things and get to know its people. 


